In order to establish a construction method for a large space structure of several hundred meters or more required by the Space Solar Power Systems (SSPS), it is necessary to carry out a long series of experiments on orbit while gradually expanding the structure size because the current technology level to realize the large space structure is low. If we can carry out the experiments as space use missions like telecommunication, earth observation and so on, we can increase the possibility to carry out the experiments because the cost-effectiveness of the experiments is improved. Therefore, we aim to establish a construction method for a 30-m-class large planar antenna required by a radar to observe precipitation from a geostationary orbit as the immediate target. In order to establish the 30-m-class large planar antenna construction method with high feasibility and expandability for the SSPS, we proposed a method to deploy and connect antenna panel rows one after the other. And we verified feasibility for critical functions of large planar antenna deployment and connection mechanisms used in the proposed method by two step ground experiments. First, we carried out the experiment for the Electromagnet Connection Mechanism (ECM) which is the key device of the antenna deployment and connection mechanisms and confirmed that the basic function concept of the ECM can be realized. Next, we carried out the deployment experiment for panel rows equipped with the ECM and demonstrated the deployment and connection function concept of second and subsequent row panels because these functions are the critical functions.
Experiment to verify connection and separation functions. The female ECM can attract the male ECM by magnetic force of the electromagnet and connect with the male ECM by the latch pins. Table 2 Measurements of range that female ECM can connect with male ECM. In the case of the ECM alone, even if the distance between the connection surface center of the male ECM and it of the female ECM is at least about 11 mm, the female ECM can connect with the male ECM. 
